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FINAL EDITION
OPERA WORKSHOP OPERS
TONIGHT AT CONSERVATORY

This evening at 8 p.m. the curtain will rise on the opening
performance of the College of the Pacific Opera Workshop's pre
sentation of Charles Gounod's celebrated .opera, "Faust." The
opera, which will be presented in English, tells'the story of Faust,
who sells his soul to the Devil in return for his youth, and Mar
guerite, whose love for Faust al-+~
Vol. 59, No. 12 COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC, Stockton, California
January 15, 1960 most brings her into the grasp
of the Devil.
Buck Townsend, student-direc
tor of the production, will play
the lead role of Faust. Hilde
Members of Blue Key and Knogarde Sabrowsky will be featured lens will be guests of the campus
as Marguerite. Both Miss Sa chapter of Phi Kappa Phi when
browsky and Mr. Townsend are the national honor society holds
veteran Opera Workshop per its semi-annual initiation meeting
formers, having appeared in ma Sunday at 4 p.m. in Morris Chap
jor roles in "The Magic Flute" el. Twenty-one College of Pacific
and "The Bartered Bride."
students will be initiated.
Nathan Blake has been cast as
Following the ceremony, Dr.
the wicked Mephisto, and Mal
Frank Lindhorst, head of the Bi
colm Stone will play the role of
ble and Religious Education De
Wagner. Other members of the
partment, will speak on "Digging
cast are Judy Pennebaker as SieUp History." Dr. Lindhorst re
bel and Rudy Sun as Valentine.
cently visited ten archaeological
"Faust" will be presented at 8
p.m. on the evenings of January sites in the Holy Land.
Through word and picture, he
15, 16, and 22, and an added
will explain the work of the ar
matinee at 2:30 p.m. on January
c h a e o l o g i s t , s h o w s o m e of t h e
23.
things that have been revealed
Appearing in the matinee pro
through archaeological studies,
duction will be Bruce Browne as
and point out the relationship of
Faust and Cordelia Colter as Mar
various findings to Biblical
guerite. Miss Colter will also per
events.
form in the January 22 perform
Phi Kappa Phi was founded in
ance. Alternates appearing o n
1897, becoming a national organi
January 22 are William Witzke as
Valentine, Mary Jo Phillips as zation through the efforts of the
Tonight is opening night for the COP Opera Workshop presentation of "Faust." Buck Town- Martha, and Ernie Vrenios as presidents of the University of
Maine, the University of Tennes
send and Hildegarde Sabrowsky head the cast of, Gounod's famous opera which debutes tonight at Siebel.
see, and Pennsylvania State Uni
8. The show runs January 15, 16, and 22, with a matinee at 2:30 on January 23.
Offered this year as a joint
versity. There are now 77 chap
project of the Pacific Theatre and
ters in colleges and universities
Opera Workshop, the Gounod
throughout the country, Hawaii,
work will feature sets designed
by De Marcus Brown and cos and the Philippines.
The society's primary objective
tumes by James Gardner. Mem
has been the recognition and en
bers of the Pacific modern dance
couragement of superior scholar
classes directerd by Mrs. Annely
El Camino Real and the sites of twenty-one Frr.nciscan Missions
ship in all fields of study, with
Uherek will perform the dance
from Sonoma to San Diego will be the major points of interest on
College of the Pacific seniors sequences, and the Conservatory character and leadership essential
the itinerary to he covered this Easter Vacation, April 9 to 16, by graduating in February who have
supporting attributes in t h o s e
Orchestra will be in the pit.
thirty-six COP students interested in California heritage and culture. applied for diplomas, according to
Students will be admitted for elected to membership.
The thirteenth annual tour which may be taken for two units
New Pacific members will be:
the Registrar's office, are as fol $1.00, saving fifty cents on the
Patricia Adams, Mrs. Berta Bar
of undergraduate credit, will b
lows:
regular admission price.
ton, Margaret Corcoran, Mrs.
escorted and directed by Mr. and at the finest hotels and will stop
Charles Nathan Blake, Dorothy
Katherine Holman, Gary Hubb,
at
well-known
restaurants.
Those
Anne Busher, Margaret Louise
Mrs. Reginald R. Stuart of the
Phelan
Awards
Albert Hurd, Margaret Joy, Ste
California History Foundation interested in the tour should in Kipp and Virginia Ann Tucker, Offered In Literature phen Lewis, C. Irene Martinez,
Bachelor of Music.
Leah Morford, Patricia Ann
and IVfr. J. Randolph Hutchins, quire at the library.
$3000.00 in prizes, to be given Nordling, Mrs. Nancy O'Doan,
Samuel S. Dietrich, James T.
associate professor of history at
Claydon, Fahd N. Hammad, Lu to writers of fiction, narrative Rochelle Onweiler, Belle Rudoff,
Pacific.
ther Lowe and Marilyn Marston p o e t r y , n o n - f i c t i o n a l p r o s e a n d Mrs. Barbara Small, Joseph
drama, was announced today by Spracher, Arleen Valterza, Ann
Dixon, Bachelor of Science.
Starting from the campus,
the Trustees of the James D. Phe Weise, Mrs. Carol Whitmire, Dor
Albert
Cameron,
Jr.,
Robert
G.
members of the group will travel
lan
Awards in Literature and Art. othy Wong, and Janice Yoneshige.
Denton,
Maryrose
Dozier,
Melba
north and visit the Sonoma Mis
Awards
of $500 and $250 are of
Evans,
Mary
Alice
Grothe,
Dyan
Blue Key, the national honor
Senior Judy Newton is program
sion and the home of Mariano
fered in each of the four fields of c h a i r m a n f o r t h e i n i t i a t i o n a n d
Brown
Hubb,
Gary
Walter
Hubb,
Guadalupe Vallejo, a venerable fraternity for junior and senior
S p a n i s h s e t t l e r . F r o m t h e r e , t h e m e n , r e c e n t l y i n i t i a t e d a n e w Millard John Hyland, Jerry C. literature.
events following.
Awards in literature and art are
Kitay, Sharon Robinson Landeck,
tour will proceed southward, vis
Beverly Marleen Larson, Leona L. made available annually, in alter
iting a number of missions in the group of members.
The group consists of Joe Mai McGary, Nyla Marchese and Nan nate years, under the terms of a (narrative poetry and the poetic
San Francisco and Marin County
bequest of the late Senator James drama), drama (the three-act
areas and absorbing the atmos pasuto, Mel Slocum, John Shoe cy Louise Mauro, Bachelor o f
D.
Phelan, to bring about a fur play) and non-fictional prose, will
phere and scenery still alive from maker, Dave Houghton, Bill Hoel Arts.
ther development of young native be offered each future literature
Also
applying
for
Bachelor
of
the days when the links of the
sken, and Doug Keller. The offi Arts degrees are Carol Cruz talent in California. Applicants year.
mission chain were forged.
Competition closes March 15.
cers for the year are John Sub Mitchell, Patricia Joy Moresco, must be native born Californians,
Continuing down through the
left, president; Noel Manoukian Harlin D. Payton, Mary Anne Car between the ages of 20 and 40, and
tree-lined Santa Cruz Mountains,
ver-Sides Peck, Mary Marguerite they must make application in a
the tour will explore the ruins of vice-president; Dave Wilson, cor Pickering, Jean Ellen Reid, Doug special form which can be ob
crumbling adobe pueblos and mis respondence secretary; and Dick las Theodore Scheid, Joan Wem- tained from the office of the Presions, visiting historically rich Burks, secretary-treasurer.
ple Smith, Wayne Edwin Smith, lan Awards, Room 814 in the PRE-REGISTRAT ION
Spanish plazas and presidios. Ex
Membership in this organiza Edwin Carl Sowash, Jr., Howard Grant Building, 1095 Market
amining many aspects of early tion is based upon both academic J. Stark, Rudolph Michael Toller, Street, San Francisco 3, Califor
California culture, the group will and extra-curricular activities. Henry W. Wegener, Jr., Erich nia. No award in art is offered in
ENDS
pause at these numerous land The organization's main activity Zancanella.
1960.
marks to notice the examples of at the present time is working in
In this, the 25th Phelan Awards
Officially, the above will re
magnificent Spanish architecture the foreign student program by ceive their diplomas in June when competition, trustees wish to
TODAY
and artistry.
a c t i n g i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h t h e they will return to the College of bring to the attention of all wri
According to Professor Hut- PSA to support a foreign ex the Pacific to participate in the ters the fact that the same cate
gories, fiction (the novel), theory
graduation activities.
chins, those on the tour will stay change student.

Initiation Followed By
Religious Ed Speaker

California Missions Tour
To Be Held During Easter

BLUE KEY ACQUIRES
SIX NEW MEMBERS

February Grads To
Receive Diplomas
At June Events

JT
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SPECIAL THANKS...
By DEL ALBERTI

m

w S0QA7IS

I would like to take this oppor
tunity to thank the hard-working
members of this year's Rally Com
By WALT CHRISTOFHERSEN
mittee. The people behind the
scenes, working under the able IT'S THE SAME OLD THING
Published ererj Friday daring the Collere year by the Pacific Student Ae•oriation. Entered aa aecond-claaa matter October 24, 1924, at the Poat Office, leadership of the various commit
Less than an hour to go ... The clock won't stop. The reStockton, California under the Act of March 3. 1879.
tee chairmen, deserve a big hand
porter can't just sit there and think all afternoon. He must write
for
their
tremendous
contribu
Editor
Jean McGuire
something. But not just something. It must be interesting. It must
Business Manager
Robert Laddish tions to the committee.
attract your attention and hold it. If the reporter typed out everyIf it were not for these people, thing he thought during the last hour, it would fill many columns,
Assistant Editor
Sue Talbot
Staff Adviser
^—
James R. 'Morrison the fine entertainment, the tre but how much of it would be interesting? Be interesting m nine
mendous publicity, the spec
Society Editor
Roni Williams tacular flashlight stunts, numer hundred words. Have a beginning, an end, and a middle, if possible.
Sports Editor
George Niesen ous Homecoming and goal-post Without thinking, the reporter can put a "1" at the top of the page.
But will he ever get as far as "8." Eight pages of copy paper with
I* eature Editor —
Sarah Nelson . decorations never would have nine hundred words neatly arranged upon them . . . That's the
Circulation and Exchange Editor
Joan Hopkin been accomplished. My heartfelt order of the day.
Copy Editor
Norma Herrin thanks go to all these diligent and
• • •
faithful workers, to the commit
Staff Photographers
Ralph Johnson, Archie Trammell tee chairmen, to the song girls, to
The reporter leans back and runs his fingers over his tired
Assistant Business Manager
Doug Keller the yell leaders, to Arthur Corra eyes, then peeks out between his fingers to see the blank page in
MULODWNCV
and the band, to Ed Avila and the the typewriter. He pours another cup of coffee and sits there with
Pep Band — and to you, the the cup in his hand, thinking. He thinks ridiculous thoughts. "Why
Pacific student body — for your not write a column on the history of coffee?" But who would be
tremendous co-operation during interested? He sips the warm coffee and stares straight ahead.
the football rally season.
He looks out the window. It's raining. Write about the rain? No.
Every Spring at Pacific, a tradition that has lasted for
In the coming months, the Rally By the time the paper comes out the rain might be long gone.
.50 years is again renewed. This tradition, one of the few Committee will be working on Everyone will have forgotten about the rain. Who cares if it
left, is known to collegiates and alumni as Band Frolic.
basketball and spring sports ral rained a couple of days ago?
In 1929, "Pop" Gordon, band director of the College of lies. With your continued co-op
• • •
the Pacific at that time, originated Band Frolic. It was eration, the spring semester ral
He lights a cigarette, takes a puff, and sets it in the ash tray.
planned as a mode oi entertainment and as a way to provide lies can prolong the spirit, qual
Dead cigarettes make crazy designs in the ash tray as each new
ity,
and
enthusiasm
which
was
money to send the school band on its annual Spring tour
generously shown during the fall one is added. The cigarette burns, the coffee gets cold, and the rain
throughout California.
pounds on and on. The reporter looks at the bookshelf in front
semester.
Participants are the men's and women's living groups
of him. He sees the titles as ideas. Ideas he wishes he had so he
Thank you,
could write them down. He tastes the coffee. It's getting cold.
on campus. Gold trophies are presented to the winner of
Del Alberti Drink it down before it gets worse. He crushes out the cigarette
the groups. Acts are judged on originality, audience reaction,
PSA Rally Commissioner and leans back again to think some more. It's too bad there aren't
entertainment, and general effect.
any jobs where you can get paid for just thinking.
Bund Frolic is a time of hard work, lines to be memor
Letter
To
The
Editor
• • •
ized, songs to be sung, loss of sleep, forgotten assignments
Dear Editor:
What's happening on the front page of the paper that the
and papers, laughter, and tears. After three or four weeks
The Place: Anderson "Y.
reporter can comment on? Nothing. It's the same old thing,
ol this, one, or with a little bit of luck, two ten-minute pre
sentations of "this is our best" is the climax of much prepa The Time: 7:15 p.m. Monday j Eisenhower is doing something or going somewhere. Wayne Morris
evening, January 11, I960.
might bid for the Presidential nomination. More people are getting
ration and determination.
The Activity: A presentation of killed in accidents. The weather is changing. It's the same old
There are many pros and cons regarding Band Frolic, the "facts" regarding Pacific's thing. Bus brakes fail in Mexico. Ten people are feared dead in a
but one that is certainly worth rehashing is over-competi present athletic program by a pan train wreck in Ohio. A missing heiress is found on a ship. A
tion. I he idea of having a good time and providing good el consisting of a faculty member, convict escapes. Swastikas are being painted everywhere. It's
a representative from the COP the same old thing.
entertainment is often overshadowed.
coaching
staff, a member of the
• • •
Rivalry between sororities, fraternities, and dormitories
Athletic Board of Control and a
is obvious. Competition is good when it is done in modera representative from the student
The second hand keeps moving. Deadline time is drawing near.
tion, but over-competition- can have disastrous results. If body.
Will the reporter make the deadline? Will he think of nine hundred
Band Frolic is to continue as a "frolic," the over-competitive The question that I raise: Why interesting words and get the column in on time? What is there
ness that has been exhibited in the last few years should be won't Pacific's administration an to write about? He turns on the radio. The Kingston Trio is singswer pertinent questions that the mg. He could get an item about them, maybe. He could predict
curtailed.
h
! *Ut he haSn>t Seen enou^h movies this year,
Band Frolic could be a unifying event; however, many student body and faculty are ask
ing in regards to the athletic pro ing for arMd
If ,°ld columns and r«»ds them over, searchfeel that it is only a cold war of personal gain. The true and gram?
I
TnWM
^
" 'I""*1 °ne Utt,e thing that he van expand
original meaning of Band Frolic seems to have been lost The case in point was a ques
SI"J wLf
n ,!°me °f the 0ld C0lumns are good and
in the annals of history.
tion directed to the panel. The some are bad. What will this one be like?
question was worded something
Dead Week and finals herald the end of the Fall sem like this: Are the students who
ester, students will soon acquire new classes, faculty mem pay their own room, board and
ravALdTon,T!;'nk,SSlVlng " wne- Christmas and New
tuition fees and who receive no
EaS'er
bers will face new students, and administrators will fine athletic scholarships, paying for ITo t awfy
alr°™
""""
What about Lincoln's birthday?
Look
at
the
calendar
Are
tv,
new problems and lieaeiaches.
the costs of running the school so
G^f- any
the 13ths coming up?
The Pacific Weekly is no exception. The new semester that some eighty odd athletes Maybe there are som'p fam
10 COmment on' The
calendar
says
nothing.
It
Tust
site^hem^
may
be
on
full
scholarship?
I
sub
will see a new editor in charge, and new staff members
glves a number t0
every
twenty-four
hours.
mit this added question. Have
accepting trials, tribulations, and challenges.
the tuition costs of the past three
This is the last edition of Volume 59. The Pacific
* • *
years been raised to pay for
Weekly staff hopes you have enjoyed this semester and this Pacific's athletic program?
picks up "Time" magazine agfin" Tanking fluid. The reporter
volume of the newspaper. And for the last time
"that's These two questions were asked something w„4
th™«* "•
">ere's
thirty for this edition!"
the panel. Nothing but "glitter No. If. the same o™h?„g
„'T"
somewhere,
ing generalities" were offered as
think of something funny he hllT f a"S back and tries to
answers, and they were submitted funny ever happens. Sdy'"Jf* ^ems like nothing
Dillon Beach Course
Weayer Chosen Prexy by one of Pacific's highest ad
anymore- If you can't be
be funny. He picks i.n tn
Offered To Seniors
Of Alpha Bpsilon Rho ministrators, who is in the posi interesting,
warm coffee tastes good on a nnV f °°ffee CUp a,ld drinks' The
tion to know the real, straight1116 heat's off, but you
College of Pacific's Zoology De Gerald Weaver, COP senior, forward
can't write about that. On Frirt„
answers.
WU1 care whether a repartment will offer its annual
porter
was
cold
earlier
in
the
week?
has been chosen president of Al Why aren't we, the student
spring vacation trip to Dillon
pha
Epsilon Rho, national honor body, getting these questions an
Beach Marine Station at semester
_
* • *
swered? Is the subject such a
break. The course will be limited ary radio fraternity.
The reporter says to himself "tjp ,
controversial
one
that
the
ad
to seniors who need two units of
A.E Rho was represented at the
and pulls the typewriter cinsp ' j
^ h isn't interesting,"
academic credits in order to grad original convention held during ministration is reluctant to give Thing," while thfrata Ses „„ anj
"Il'S ,he S"me Old
uate.
the Christmas holidays at-the Uni oniv e faCtS? Are we t0 believe on. and the coflee gets colder and cold
cigarette
bums on and
only false rumors and accept
The course of study will con versity of California in Los An them as fact? This is an insult
sist of lectures, labs, field trips, g e l e s . R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s f r o m to our intelligence!
^ • •
The reporter looks at
. .
and other events of a biological Washington State, UCLA, USC, The factual answers to ques
San Francisco State, and Brignature.
But
' lfle
M , . C
Wlllbelate
deadline 'S PaSt
ThC
tions
submitted
by
the
faculty
as
sn!H!IH,
- But not too |atp'if
uhe,aeaalin
ham Young University attended.
something.
But
what?
Write
tha^plf
i^ hurries- He must write
Seniors who need two units of
wel
as
the
student
body
seem
to
Rich Heil and Weaver, COP dele
science before graduation may at
°' A1' the Reporter can think t Harris is now singing on
locked up in secrecy. Whv that
gates, met at CBS-TV where they
it h something remains just som„(ll- °
writing something, but
tend and can sign up with the
should
we
be
led
around
by
the
participated in discussions with
and not ideas. Wouldn't
e,gl!eat
secretary in room 201 of Weber
nose?
We
should
have
the
an
ah
y°u
could
write
ahn
Guy Della-Ciopa and Ronald Rea swers.
Hall.
Bill Deubner
gan.
wSn Tng there^ to write- Just write
on t fh
thoughts to flow thronp-'h Sm n&> staring at the wall
PSA 1304

E D I T O R I A L

°"

you cl^t

""tors
the hey. and
It wouldn't be interesting.

r*
FROM
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WHERE I SIT
By MEL SLOCUM

A week before Finals and the pressure is on! Coffee dates
are dwindling and weekend affairs, while not cancelled, are being
postponed until the new semester begins. Social life is quickly
reaching a standstill as the arm in arm fad is being replaced by
the book in hand craze. Whether this is good or bad is not of
prime importance, but it is the case.
In a final push to reach "excellence" you lock yourself in your
room with best intentions to study. As you reach for your notes,
you come across a letter from that someone at home and begin
dreaming about the last vacation and what the next will bring. All
of a sudden you spot an invitation to a school formal and realize
there is also someone here at school. This immediately breaks your
spell and in a flurry you grab your books and dash to the library
where the atmosphere is more conducive to studying. As you look
around you, everyone is staring blankly at one think or another
with visions of the perfect life which they will enjoy only 16 days
later.
Some see themselves skiing down a snow-covered mountain
with the freshly fallen powder blowing into their sunburned faces.
Others picture themselves in a mountain lodge, cuddled up before
a nice warm fire, planning out the long evening ahead. The major
ity, however, vision themselves doing both.
All of a sudden, someone slaps you on the back and asks you
to take a break. You, of course, say all right, with the full reality
that you aren't taking a break at all, but are just postponing your
getting started.
And so it goes . . . hours pass, days pass, and before you know
it, the day of decision has arrived. Will you pass the exam and
come back to have this same situation occur again, or will you
fail and leave the institution of fond memories?
For those who are fortunate enough to return, the new sem
ester holds enchantment beyond compare. The colorful musicals
in Band Frolic create, for all, such thrilling experiences as no sleep,
no classes, no studying, no dates, no-doz and many other no's
that can only be enjoyed the first two weeks of the semester.
Mardi Gras brings gaiety and excitement. The time of year you
can dress like a fool and get away with it (as is usually the case
any time). And then that glorious week in June when we have
Finals and Graduation (most often it is one or the other).
In looking over this past semester and viewing the prospects
of the next, I think we can safely draw one conclusion: This place
just isn't the country club it used to be.

Reminisce And Recall
"The Fabulous 50's"

NSA SPONSORS
STUDY PROGRAMS
ON CONTINENT

According to a recent report
Three new summer study pro
from the United Press Interna
tional in New York, the 13 most grams for college students to
popular records of the l^SCTs Paris, Florence, and Vienna have
recently been announced by the
were:
West
Coast Office of the Nation
Theme from "Three Penny Op
al Student Association.
era" by Dick Hyman Trio.
The groups in the European
"Song from Moulin Rouge" by
cities will have an opportunity to
Felecia Sanders.
"Ballad of David Crocket" by combine language studies with a
study of the literature, music,
Richard Hayes.
politics, history, agriculture, ar
"Oh My Papa" by Eddie Fisher. chitecture, economics, and theater
"This Old House" by Rosemary of the country. The students will
Clooney and Thurl Ravenscroft. also travel for several weeks
"Hound Dog" by Elvis Presley. within the country of study and
"St. George and the Dragonet" will live with families and meet
by Stan Freberg.
with members of local govern
"Singing the Blues" by Guy ments, religious leaders, educa
Mitchell.
tors, and artists.
"Autumn Leaves" b y Roger
After a six week stay in one
Williams.
"Around the World in 80 Days" country, a trp is arranged for the
group to another European coun
by Victor Young.
"'Til I Waltz Again With You" try of interest. The French group
will visit Italy, the Italian group
by Teresa Brewer.
"Unchained Melody" by Roy will visit France, and the Austri
an group will visit Italy a n d
Hamilton.
"Doggie in the Window" by France.
Total cost of the all-summer
Georgia Gibbs.
From Hollywood, the film capi- program is $795, which includes
tol of the world, the Oscar-win t r a n s - A t l a n t i c t r a n s p o r t a t i o n a n d
ning movies of the decade were: all expenses in Europe. For fur
ther information write: U.S. Na
1950—"All the King's Men."
tional Safety Association, "Study1951—"All About Eve."
1952—"An American in Paris." Travel" Department, 2161 Shat1953—"The Greatest Show on tuck Avenue, Berkeley 4, Calif. \
Earth."
1954—"From Here to Eternity."COP Wins Mural At
1955—"On the Waterfront."
1956—"Marty"
Asilomar Conference
1957—"Around the World in 80
By having the largest number
Days."
of
students at the Asilomar con
1958—"The Bridge on the River
ference, College of Pacific was
Kwai."
presented a colored photographic
1959—"Gigi."
It's rather interesting to remin mural of Cypress Point. The con
isce about these two fields of en ference, running from December
tertainment, but doesn't it make 22 through New Year's. Day, was
At the end of the college year in 1958, a group of graduating
attended by twenty-nine Pacific
you feel old?
seniors petitioned the faculty requesting action on the formulation
students.
of a study group to investigate academic standards on this campus.
Co-chairmen of Asilomar were
One bureaucrat to another: "So
The faculty voted to carry out such a suggestion for the 1958-59 year. we made a blunder! Don't just Ann Windweh of COP and Bill
In the fall of 1958, Dr. Samuel Meyer, the then newly appointed stand there—label it 'Top Secret' Kelly of Whittier. Dr. Harold S.
Academic vice-president, carried*and file it away!" — Reader's Jacoby presided as faculty dean
out the faculty's wish by activ not imply low-valued courses as Digest.
of the conference.
ating the committee now known to units; there were frequent
as the Academic Standards Com 3- and 4-unit classes which were
mittee. The committee member listed as Mickey Mouse.
ship consisted of seven students
UNIVERSITY OF
(3) Some over-evaluated clas
and three faculty members.
ses, unit-wise, had too little ma
With the end of the 1958-59 terial in their content to merit
college year, the ASC had achiev the units and were therefore
ed several notable goals, although deemed Mickey Mouse.
its primary responsibility was to
I960 SUMMER SESSION
(4) Classes in which outside as
act as a fact-finding and advisory
signments
appeared
to
be
mere
body for the office of the Academ
Plus
$9.00
"busy work," little relationship
ic vice president.
Tox
TOUR PRICE-ONLY
between nature of assignment
Inasmuch as the original goal and course content being seen. A
was to be an effort to improve sub-heading under this last cate
THE ORIGINAL COLLEGE TOUR TO HAWAII
the nature of course presentation gory involved teacher activity, in
Price includes steamship travel to Hawaii, return to West Coast via
—in effect, better teaching—some that after having done too' many
scheduled airlines, living accommodations, and all major sightseeing
drives on Oahu — Circle Island, Mt. Tantalus, Koko Head, Pearl Harbor,
kind of evidence needed to be hours of work on rather pointless
and City Tour. It also includes an extensive beach program — a cata
gathered regarding the two ex assignments the students felt
maran cruise, outrigger canoe rides, glass bottom boat excursions, and
t r e m e s : e x c e l l e n t t e a c h i n g a n d that the instructor was unfair in
a visit to the aquarium. Social events highlight the tour. These include
introduction parties where new friends are met, welcome dinner and
poor teaching.
not doing a good piece of grading
floor show at Hawaiian Village Tapa Room, fashion show dinner at
after
receiving
the
homework.
He
As a student motivated activity
Reef Hotel, a special "Night in Japan" party, formal dinner dance and
floor show at Royal Hawaiian Hotel, and farewell "luau" native feast
the ASC felt it should ask the might return the work with no
at Queen's Surf — to all which events military officers and college men
written
regarding
s t u d e n t s t h e i r o p i n i o n s o n t h e comments
are invited. Beach dressing rooms and lockers are provided, major
two categories of teaching. The shortcomings or. achievements,
moyies weekly, tips, transfers, and many other extras are also covered
but
frequently
added
some
such
by tour price. Roundtrip steamship travel is available at adjusted
students seemed to be using a
tour rates.
term for describing some courses comment as, "excellent," "good,"
that no faculty member could de "fair,'' or "poor work." This was
H O W A R D T O U R S ^VNN'ual
fine. The title was "Mickey felt to be inexcusable if the stu
1. WILCOX HALL, CAMPUS RESIDENCE: This is Hawaii's original
Mouse," and it was hoped that dent was doing his part in ful
college tour. It is an educational-social program requiring University
of Hawaii summer session enrollment. For college girls only. Tour price
Mickey Mouse courses could be filling the required assignment.
as indicated above.
(5) The non-organized course
either eliminated or sufficiently
2. APARTMENT RESIDENCE AT WAIKfKI: Residence is in beach hotel
improved to no longer justify use with the teacher obviously unpre
apartments at Waikiki. Includes complete botel service, plus kitchen
pared for class meetings.
of the derogatory name.
facilities, daily maid' service, etc. University enrollment is optional.
Separate tour units for college girls, young school teachers, and other
(6) The class that fails to pre
A Mickey Mouse course was de
adults. Tour price only $569 plus $10 tax.
scribed as one which had one or sent a challenge.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONSULT:
more of the following character
(7) The kind of course in which
the instructor merely echoes the
istics:
MRS. EDITH S. ADKINS
(1) Very easy for a good grade textbook, although exception was
WOMEN'S
RESIDENCE
HALL
CALL HO 6-3581
made
for
those
class
meetings
and taken by students either be
cause it is required or because it wherein the text needed explana
tion or amplification.
is easy.
(Continued on page^8)
(2) Mickey Mouse classes did

Academic Standards Committee
Activated By Meyer. In Fall Of '58

HAWAII

58 DAYS

529

$

SEMESTER ENDS
WITH
GLOOMY IDEAS
By SARAH NELSON
Have you noticed how the days
are getting shorter and the nights
so long? And the number of days
before finals is rapidly diminish
ing.
Dead Week looms gloomily
ahead—and the rain beats naggingly on the ground, command
ing the worms to come up . . . to
watch the frowning student
drudge by—his dark circled eyes
cast down . . . his feet uncon
sciously avoiding the worms.
The term papers, the reports,
the tests and the speeches are his
mind's burden. Again he is exist
ing on coffee and No-Doz. He is
very tired and dreaming of the
Slopes and the miracle of Sem
ester Break. In the words of a
senior resident of Manor Hall, "I
would like to play Russian Rou
lette and lose ... at this point."

These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career., Xp.
qualify for this rigorous and pro
fessional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the respon
sibilities of his position. This in
cludes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses un
der the Bootstrap education pro
gram. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence require
ments for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navi
gator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill-in
and mail this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the
-j- y
Aerospace Team. I

Air Force
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
dept. scot
BOX 7008, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

I
I

I am between 19 and 26Vi, a citizen
of the U. S. and a high school graduate
with
years of college. Please
send me detailed information on the
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.

NAMESTREET-

j cm

COUNTY-

-STATE-

irl
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Tammy's
TATTLETALES • • •

It's a very "Blue Monday," and
there's copy to be written, head
lines to be spaced, fitted, a n d
counted, and more tattletales o
be told.
Jean-Stuart
. . . the rain came down
take a look at the water level of
Engaged
the Calaveras River behind t h e
•# I
January 7 was the date chosen
m
school . . . congrats to the ladies
by Jean Watkins of Kappa Alpha
v. i
of WRH for presenting such a
Theta sorority to announce her
successful dance Saturday p.m.
engagement to Stuart Ross by
. . . who ever thought of the idea
Barbara-Ralph
means of a poem and the passing
of men presenting young ladies
of candy to her sorority sisters.
with engagement rings should try
Engaged
writing copy for the Pacific
Jean is in her senior year and
Announced by means of a poem
a business administration major.
Weekly's Society pages . . . th«
She is a member of Phi Kappa
lines of Pre-Registration get long read by Mrs. Koerber, Kappa Al
Phi and is a Knolen this year.
er every semester . . . hail Dead pha Theta housemother, and the
K*§gra51S«m
Week ... a couple reminders of passing of a box of candy was
Stuart
is
a
ihember
of
the
U.S.
Denise-Ron
the good old days of Pledging are the engagement of Barbara FriKaren-Dan
Air Force and is presently sta
the outfits sported by two sorori dell and Ralph Whitby. Their en
tioned in Florida.
Engaged
Engaged
ties . . . Pan Hellenic presented gagement was also announced
Jean's hometown is San Luis
the new ladies of Delta Delta Del during Christmas vacation at an
Denise Fedigan revealed the Obispo, and Stuart is from Paso
The Delta Delta Delta dress din
news of her betrothal to Ron Rey Robles.
ta, Delta Gamma, and Kappa Al informal party at home.
ner on January 7 was the occa
nolds on January 7. Clues, spel
pha Theta to society last Satur
Barbara, a senior, is an elem
Plans are being made for a sum sion Karen Wacker chose to an
ling out KJOY, were sent to her mer wedding.
d a y e v e n i n g . . . a n d t h e b a n d entary education major. She was
nounce
her
engagement
to
Dan
Tri Delta sisters on New Year's
played on . . . the number two a Spur, junior class secretary,
Van Voorhis. Three flower decor
Eve hats. The final clue was read
song on the Hit Parade this week and Big and Little Sister Chair
ated clues were sent to members
frpm the label of a record.
Ruth-Scott
is "Running Bear Loves Little man.
of the house, and the traditional
White
Dove" . . . what would we
Fontana, California, Is home for
Ralph attended San Jose State
box of candy was passed to Judy
Engaged
do
without
a
break
between
semDenise. She is a junior majoring
and
is now a pilot in the Navy
Barklow, president, who made
in speech. Her activities include
gather.your no-doze stationed at Miramar.
the engagement announcement. -/ es^frsJ
Four carnation clues, the finalise
Pi Kappa Delta, national speech
Barbara is from Orinda, and
is ™
majoring
in elemenK3T iS
i0™g *
elemen" TatttetMes^loses'for this semes
honorary, Debate Squad, and ^0^™^?^ JUdy L Karen
home for Ralph is Berkeley.
educatlon and .s in her sophchaplain of Delta Delta Delta.
mento7 RuthSLSn
ter
There wm be no Padfic
®en.t0fR^th.Se^astlan t0 Scott|omore year. She is assistant house
,
. Their future plans include a
Ron, from Lodi, is a sophomore Barcus at Delta Delta Delta last 1 manager of Tri Delta and a mem- Week]y untn February 12 so un wedding next January.
also majoring in speech. He has
til then, good luck on you-know
Thursday.
ber of the Rally Committee. She
his own television show, Kid's
a]so worked on the Big and Little what and have a grrreat time
Ruth,
who
pledged
Tri
Delta
Time, which he does with his ven
from January 30 to February 7!
Mary-Rich
triloquist dummy, Jimmy. KJOY's this past semester, was serenaded Sister Committee,
Love, Tammy.
Dan attended Menlo College
"Pepsi Instant Hit Parade" finds by her sisters after the announcePinned
m nt
for Men and the University of
Ron as a disc jockey. He is active ® Mary
Burr
and Rich Roberts
As secretary of Spurs, presi- California, and is now completing
Carolyn-Jack
in the speech activities on cam
recently announced their pinning
dent of section 5 in the WRH, and a two-year period with the U. S.
pus also.
at a dinner held at the Ambassa
Engaged
a member of WRA Board, Ruth is Army. Upon his discharge h e
Ron is an Archite, so the tradi
dor Motel, January 9. A poem was
busy
on
the
Pacific
Campus.
She
plans
to
return
to
school,
majortional bell ceremony was per
Carolyn Amos and Jack Wolsey read and a candle passed to make
is a sophomore from Kerman and |ing in law.
formed at the Tri Delta house fol is majoring in physical education
have announced their engage ,the announcement.
Karen and Dan, both from Wal- ment at a family gathering at the
lowing the announcement, v
and elementary education.
Mary, affiliated with Delta
Their future plans are indefin Scott, also of Kerman, attends 'nut Creek, are planning an Aug home of Carolyn's parents Christ
Gamma, is a sophomore majoring
ite.
ust 1961 wedding.
mas Eve.
Fresno State where he is a fresh
in history. She is also a member
Carolyn studied at the College of Alpha Lambda Delta, freshmen
man majoring in agronomy. Foot
The biggest trouble with polit ball and baseball are his activi
of the Pacific, and she is now a honorary. Home for Mary is San
Kay-Mickey
ical promises is that they go in ties.
senior at Los Angeles State Col Luis Obispo.
one year and out the other. —
Engaged
lege, where she is a physical edu
The couple is planning an AugRich is a member of Delta UpReader's Digest.
cation major.
ust 1961 wedding.
silon fraternity and is a senior
On January 5, by the passing
Jack holds a Bachelor of Arts
buy now — your complete school wardrobe
of a box of candy and a green degree from COP and is now a this year. He presently serves as
candle decorated with three gar graduate student practice teach student body treasurer and a s
denias, Kay Henry announced her ing at Franklin High School. His head yell leader. His major is
business, and Rich is from Stock
engagement to Mickey Reed. Judy major was history.
ton.
McMillan read a poem to Kay's
Jack is a member of Archania
friends gathered in the informal fraternity.
lounge of the Women's Residence
Plans are being made for a Sep
Hall.
Pat-Carl
tember wedding.
Kay is a sophomore, majoring
Engaged
I in speech therapy. Her activities
Merv-Janice
include serving as AWS represen
Following dinner at the Tri
tative during her freshman year.
Delta-Delta Upsilon
exchange
Pinned
Her home town is Tulare, Calianuary
6,
Sue
Jo
Matthews
re
|fornia.
Merv Bias and Janice Davis
vealed
the
news
of
Pat
Burns
and
fa&(> * / » '
Mickey hails from Tulare, also. have announce their pinning to
arl Kammerer's engagement,
He is presently a junior, attend her Kappa Theta sorority sisters
at
passed candy to her sisters
ing San Jose State and majoring and to his Phi Delta Chi frater
while Carl distributed cigars to
Rhyth m
nity
brothers.
The
first
announcein biological sciences. He previ
is brothers. Each house sang
ously served in the Army Medical mentwas made December 12 at
Pump
heir sweetheart song to t h e
|Corps for three years.
•he Phi Mta Chi cbris,mas Dta couple.
Their wedding plans are indef ner Dance, and the pinning was
Black Kid 9.95
Pat, of Eureka, is a junior
inite.
agam announced at the fappa
Theta meeting December 14 at Physical education major. She is
a member of CSTA.
San Francisco State.
Stephanie-Lefty
Carl, a senior, is also a physical
Janice is a sophomore at San
education major. He is a member
Pinned
hi Epsilon Kappa and plays
New shipment Capezio Back Lace Boot
jbring in elementary education" 0
Stephanie Doran and Lefty Kvivarsity football.
just received . . . Black, Red,
dera chose January 7 to reveal
A 1961 wedding is planned by
amonS her
their pinning to her Delta Delta affiliations.
Bone-White, Gluv Elk
the couple.

© (3 %
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Don't
talk \

-walk-

in a

'v'urunv
1700 pacific avenue, Stockton
park free - your vogue store - open n16n. nites 'til 9.00

7 SiSterS' A ?ale
SpT
[Candle
decorated with
pale pink
S SaZ'"
rosebuds ,„d „hl,e
year. He is affiiiat 5?rofessi°nal
was passed at dinner.
Delta Chi and A Ph A
" ™
A sophomore from Sacramento
Burlingame is home f™ t .
Stephanie is an English major '
Lefty lives in Stockton and goes
to Stockton College. He is a soph
Man >n the White Suit
omore majoring in physical education and recreation, and he
smgs m the college choir. RecentTONIGHT. 7 : 1 5 - 5 0 c
ly he was signed to the Washing
ton Senators baseball club.

• "Y" MOVIE •

THENW'^So
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NEWS FROM THE GREEKS

Marina-Rick
Engaged

ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA

Today the men of AKL are electing officers for the spring sem
ester. Nominations were concluded at house meeting last night.
Except for intramural basketball, AKL's efforts are being concen
trated on academic excellence as finals draw near, to climax
highly successful fall semester.

ALPHA KAPPA PHI
A tea was held Sunday afternoon in honor of the Archanian
Mothers Club. The club recently sponsored a drive to obtain funds
to carpet the stairs. The drive was successful, and the carpeting
is being installed.
The victory bell has been returned to the COP campus. The
bell was recovered last week from the San Jose State students who
had taken temporary possession of the trophy. The bell is now
spfely back at Pacific in the care of its guardians, the Archanian
Fraternity, where it will probably remain for another six years
barring unforeseen strong-arm tactics.
The Archite intramural basketball team was victorious in a close
game with South Hall. The team is undefeated so far in the season.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
An exchange with Delta Upsilon took place Wednesday, January
6. Phi Delta Chi was invited to a dinner-exchange with the theme
of "Gambling Days" on Wednesday, January 13.
Dress dinner Thursday evening was held in honor of Dr. and
Mrs. Burns, Dean and Mrs. Meyers, Dean and Mrs. Betz, Miss
Davis, Miss McMillan, and Miss Deering.

, DELTA GAMMA
A dinner preceding the Pan-Hellenic dance was held at the
Ambassador Motel. The dining hall was decorated with pink and
blue Delta Gamma Greek letters and greenery.
A Mother's Club meeting will be held Monday at 1:30 at the
chapter house. The primary purpose of the meeting is to discuss
a card party which is Delta Gamma's big money making project
to be held in February.
Tuesday a dinner will be held honoring the Delta Epsilon
Chapter's patrons, patronesses, Mrs. Tom Connolly, advisor; and
Mrs. Earl McDonald, alumnae president.
House elections took place last evening after a regular house
meeting. This was preceded by the weekly dress dinner.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Wednesday, January 6, Theta had an exchange with Rhizomia
fraternity.
Thursday evening nominations will be completed and elections
for house officers will take place. These offices will be held for
one year.
Saturday afternoon the annual Founders Day luncheon will be
held at the Manor House. The funds from this luncheon will go
to support the various service organizations of the fraternity.

ZETA PHI
Patronesses and alumnae of Zeta Phi were guests at an informal
gathering held at the house on January 7. Mary Grothe and Joan
Edwards were co-chairmen for the function.
Sunday, January 18, will be the date of Zeta Phi's formal initia
tion and installation ceremony, to be held in Morris Chapel at 7 p.m.
The fall pledges will be officially admitted into the membership of
the sorority. The new house officers of the spring semester will
participate in the service.
Following the installation of new officers a dessert will be
served at the house.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
AS SEEN BY

THE STUDENT:
WHO USES OZtE
NOTES —

WHO CRAMMfD
ALL N I G H T

Margie-Daryl
Engaged
Margie Sward and Daryl Marseks' engagement was announced
by Margie's parents at an open
house given for friends and rela
tives December 27.
Margie, whose home town is
San Anselmo, graduated last June
from College of the Pacific with
a Bachelor of Arts degree in phys
ical education. She is now teach
ing PE at Lincoln High School
here in Stockton. While she at
tended COP she was active in
WRA. She attended College of
Marin for two years before trans
ferring to Pacific.
Daryl's home town is Castro
Valley. He is a senior, majoring
in business administration. He at
tended San Francisco State Uni
versity and served two years in
the Army before coming to COP.
The couple plan a midsummer
wedding.

SPURS VISIT
CHILDREN'S HOME

The engagement of Marina
Anichkov and Rick Perry was
announced recently at the Delta
Gamma sorority dress dinner.
Clues sent to members of Delta
Gamma and a candle with a small
bible and flowers was passed to
reveal the news.
Marina is a sophomore from
Burlingame. Her major is edu
cation.
Kathy-Mike
Rick graduated from Pacific
last June. He majored in educa
Engaged
tion and is presently teaching. He
Kathy Jones and Mike Halbert
is a member of Rho Lambda Phi.
formally announced their engage
Tentative plans for a June wed ment on December 25 at a family
ding are being made.
dinner. The engagement was la
ter announced January 4 in the
formal lounge of the WRH by
Judy-Kent
the passing of a white candle sur
rounded by red and white carna
Engaged
tions.
A poem and a candle were used
Kathy's ring was attached to
by Judy Henson to announce her the flowers. A plate of red mints
engagement to Kent Shebelut. followed the candle around the
The candle, adorned with pink circle of friends. Edwina Parsons
roses and carnations, was passed r e a d t h e c h a p t e r o n l o v e f r o m
January 5 in the WRH. The "The Prophet."
poem, which told of unforgetable
Kathy is a freshman majoring
moments in a girl's life, was fol
lowed by the traditional box of in music. She plans to be a piano
teacher.
chocolates.
Mike is presently in the Navy,
The couple is from Gait, and
but he plans to attend San Jose
both are freshmen.
State and major in industrial arts.
Judy, an elementary education
Kathy is from Hayward, and
m a j o r , h a s b e e n a c t i v e o n t h e Mike's home is in St. Louis, Mo.
Rally Committee and is a Pacific
Weekly reporter.
Kent attends Santa Ana J.C. His
major is secondary education, and
he played right end on their foot Friday, January 15
Opera
ball team.
U.S. Marines (9-3) men's gym
Plans for the future are indef
Zeta Phi Pledge formal (9-12)
inite.

Social Calendar

Helping to brighten the day at
Stockton Home for Children last
Sunday were the COP Spurs.
Their field of service took on a
different aspect, as the girls
Ellie-Dick
helped with the Football Survey
which was held on Wednesday,
Pinned
January 13.
On
Christmas
Eve, Ellie Niles
Spur-O-Grams will be on sale in
received her pin from Dick Har
February for Valentine's Day.
rison. At that time, they an
nounced it to their family and
VERBAL CONFLICT close friends. Later, in San Fran
cisco, they formally announced
By SARAH NELSON
their pinning at a New Years Eve
Feature Editor
party on the stroke of midnight.
Noah: Get on that ark.
Ellie, a resident of the Women's
Wife: Now, honestly, Noah . . . Residence Hall, formerly comes
how do you know there's going from Santa Rosa, California. She
to be a flood? I think you're neu is a senior, majoring in drama.
rotic.
She is a member of Theta Alpha
Noah: Hon—Will you do like I Phi, the national honorary drama
say? Did you feel THAT? Well, fraternity.
did you???
Dick, vice president of Delta
Wife: Feel what, you fool?
Upsilon,
is also a member of The
Noah: It was a rain drop, that's
ta
Alpha
Phi. He is a junior, ma
what it was . . . which obviously
joring
in
drama. His home town
means, it's starting to rain. We've
got to get going before it really is Jamestown, New York.

"Y" Movie "The Man In the
White Suit" (7:15)
Saturday, January 16
Opera
Basketball—Sacramento—here
Sunday, January 17
Beginning of Dead Week
College Day
Phi Kappa Phi—(4) Chapel
Zeta Phi—Installation and
Initiation—Chapel
Tuesday, January 19
Chapel (11)
Newman Club (11)
Wednesday, January 20
Newman Club class (7:45)
Dinner at WRH
Friday, January 22
Opera

ZETA PHI PLEDGES
TO BE PRESENTED

"Shadows in the Snow" will be
the theme of Zeta Phi's pledge
formal to be held tomorrow, at
Micke Grove. The dance begin
ning at 9 p.m. will feature the
music of Art Neilson's band.
During an intermission, the new
pledges will be escorted to the
stage and formally presented. The
theme, "Shadows in the Snow,"
will be carried out in blue, white,
and silver, and highlighted by a
motif of snow flakes and silhou
ettes.

pours. We haven't even gotten all
MENTAL MATH
the animals collected yet.
Wife: You are a complete Mad
By SARAH NELSON
Man! Mother warned me it might
be like this. What are all those
Now two
dumb camels doing on the front
Then one.
lawn, anyway? Oh, help! I step
One needs another
ped on another one of those silly
For one is always only half.
gazelle's toes . . . NOAH . . . I'm
warning you — Get those abom One and one is one.
inable beasts out of my pansies!!!
Two is one.
Noah: Now sweetheart, we've
One is always only half.
GOT to get them all on the ark.
»|«» ••
Hurry UP!
Wife: I'm not moving from here
S P E C I A L
one step . . . except backward
Z E T A P H I F O R M A L
. into the house! Oh, Lord . . .
alligators, turtles, snakes, gi
70% Cash Discount On All Corsages
raffes . . . elephants. Where in
the world did you get all of them?
I'm getting out of here . . . what
—' Free Delivery —
will I tell Mother now?
e
Noah: Stop swearing and get
your loud mouth onto the ark.
Get ON there ... or I'll chase you
2365 PACIFIC AVENUE
HO 6-4171
with a lizard . . . it's drizzling
now . . . now MOVE, will ya?
—4*

1
I

The Avenue Flower Shop

VMO STUPlEP THE
WEON6 MA1EK/AL.

WHO PlPN'T
€TUPY

1

WHO HAS A COPY
OF THE TEST

I
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BENGALS 1-2
IN WCAC PLAY

Tigers Host Sac Siate Tomorrow

League Action Resumed Next Semester

Due «o the fact that no
WwS
WCAC league play is in full
semester,
the
coming
action
o
encounter
a team
swing now, and Pacific is riding
will be previewed
Sacramento State College,
along with a 1-2 record.
which they defeated earlier in the
has had in quite a long
This will be the first home game Paci
TIGERS WIN
COP's win came at the expense time. Although the Hornets were-" Francisco. It must be noted that
of luckless San Jose State last easily vanquished in the earlier Loyola defeated the Tigers in the
FYiday evening. Leroy Wright game, things may have improved first round of that same tourna
..George Niesen
Editor
had
one of the best nights of his for the Sacramento team since ment 62-58. Therefore, the Lions
. Larry Pitman
Assistant Editor
..Howard Broxton, Dennis Campbell, Archie Trammell career as he scored 34 points and then. Their star center, General
Reporters
...
will have a definite edge over
collected 16 rebounds to lead the Davis, seems to have found him
Pacific because of the earlier vic
self
at
last.
Also
the
Hornets
are
to a 66-55 victory. During
Ti-Cubs Lose Three; Tigers
tory.
Loyola also excels in out
the first few minutes of the game deadly shots from the outside, a
side
shooting.
They have a good
skill
which
the
Tigers
would
do
Meet Sac Tomorrow the action was close, but Pacific
rebounder in Tom Ryan, one of
well to pick up.
pulled
away
to
a
38-24
halftime
COP's freshman cagers, suffer
There was plenty of action this i n g f r o m s i c k n e s s , f a t i g u e , a n d lead.
For an interesting evening of the leaders in the country.
After Loyola, the Tigers run
week in the intramural basketball l a c k o f b e n c h s t r e n g t h , l o s t t w o
Ken Stanley provided the rest basketball, it's COP vs. Sacra into Fresno State College Friday,
league as 14 games were played games last weekend. They were of the scoring punch with 15 mento in the last home action of February 5. The Orange and
the month. The game will start
In the three leagues: the Ameri defeated by San Jose State frosh points.
at 8 p.m. following the frosh Black will be on the road for this
75-43
on
Friday,
and
then
on
Sat
The
previous
Tuesday
evening,
game. The outstanding player
can, National, and the C o a s t
urday Stockton's Franklin High on Jan. 5, the Tigers went down game.
League:
for the Bulldogs this year seems
After a lull of almost two
School edged the frosh 50-47.
to defeat in the league opener
to be Babe Williams, a six foot
On Monday evening, Delta UpOne of the bright spots in these against Santa Clara. The first weeks the Tigers will reopen guard. Thus far the Fresno team
silon tangled with South Hall and two games was the continuous half was close, with the Broncs league play with Pepperdine Col
Archania played Phi Epsilon Kap scoring of Ivar Kent (averaging out in front 24-20. After inter lege. This game will be played has won four games and lost five.
pa in the American League. Over nearly 20 points a game) and the mission, though, Santa Clara while students are away enjoying However, the Bulldogs have been
meeting very stiff opposition this
in the National League, West Hall aggressive and alert playmaking came out refreshed enough t o semester break.
year. Two losses were to the top
played the league-leading Gritts' of guard Ken -Dyson.
make five quick baskets and go
Pepperdine may be the strong small college teams in the coun
Internationals and South Hall en
ahead for good. The final score est team in the league. Their
In
the
preliminary
to
the
var
try. Nevertheless they appear to
gaged the Ball and Chains.
star forward, Sterling Forbes, is lack the strength and experience
sity game last Tuesday, the frosh was 68-57.
On Tuesday only two games lost to the little Gaels 68-42 at St.
Ken Stanley led the Tigers this an Ail-American candidate. The which the Tigers can produce.
were played, both In the coast Mary's. The Tiger-Cubs have yet time with 19 points, including series record between the Waves
Finally, Pacific faces its fami
league.
Delta Upsilon went to score a win against league com seven free throws in a l^ke num and COP stands even at seven
liar
opponent, San Jose State, to
against Rhizomia and Archania petition.
ber of attempts. Wright was a w i n s a n d s e v e n l o s s e s a t t h i s end the first half of WCAC play.
tackled AKL.
Two first string players, Duane poor second in the scoring column time, and the game provides a Already this year COP has de
chance for one of the teams to feated the Spartans twice. There
Wednesday saw Delta Upsilon Isetti and Ralph Eymann, are suf with eight.
playing South Hall and West Hall fering from sickness. Both will
There was no outstanding scor take a lead in the over-all record. seems to be no indication that the
engaging the Ball and Chains in miss action for a while.
er for the Broncs, but a well bal This will be the game which will Tigers can't repeat again. Clearly
the National League. In the Am
Tomorrow they tangle with Sac anced attack with four men hit tell if the Tigers are to have any superior in both height and depth,
erican League Rhizomia battled ramento State College to try and t i n g t e n p o i n t s o r m o r e w a s championship hopes at all this Pacific has outclassed San Jose
year. The date is February 1 at on both occasions. This game will
Delta Upsilon, and in the Coast reverse an earlier defeat at the enough for the victory.
8, in Stockton.
League South Hall went against hands of this club. Game time is
be played at home and during
GAELS WIN
Rhizomia.
Another league game will be school, so that rooters may again
6:15 p.m. in Stockton's Civic
Last Tuesday night the Ben p l a y e d F e b r u a r y 3 a g a i n s t t h e
Yesterday, undefeated Gritts' Auditorium.
watch their team. The date for
gals traveled to Moraga to suffer Loyola Lions. This is the surprise
Internationals played the Ball and
the struggle is February 9, and
The probable starting line-up their second defeat at the hands
team of the league. The Lions
Chalhs, and Delta Upsilon tangled will be Ivar Kdnt at center, Duane
of St. Mary's College. The Gaels were figured to take their usual the time is the usual eight o'clock.
with West Hall in the National deLong and Tom Milligan at for
opened up a big 19-3 lead in the spot in the cellar of the league
league. Over in the Coast League wards, and Ken Dyson and Tom
first
12 minutes of play by mak when the season began. However,
Delta Upsilon battled South Hall, Dalrymple at guards. Also ex
ing
53%
of their attempted shots Loyola upset Santa Clara to win
and in the American League Rhi pected to see plenty of action is
in the first half. The halftime the Holiday Tournament in San
zomia played South Hall.
guard Gary Glassford.
score was 35-15, and though COP
A basketball tournament with
played good ball in the second
Sacramento State College was the
half, it wasn't quite enough to COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC latest event of WRA. Each school
make up the deficit. The final
1959-1960 VARSITY
had two teams participating, with
score showed a win for Sit.
COP and Sacramento State each
at last!
BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE
Mary's, 61-54.
winning one game.
smart
Larkin Bryant and Ken Stanley Sat. Jan. 16—Sacramento State College
WRA board members and oth
Feb. 1—George Pepperdine College
powered the Bengal offense with . JJ°n.
wed. Feb. 3—Loyola University
ers active in the organization are
and
Feb. 5—Fresno State College
12 and 11 points respectively. Fri.
looking forward to the CARFCW
IIue* Feb- 9~San Jose State College
sensible
Wright had one of his off nights •Tue. Feb. 16—St. Mary's College
conference to be held in t h e
*Fri.
Feb.
19—University
of
San
Fran.
Womack racked up 22 in the Fue. Feb. 23—Santa Clara University spring at Pacific Palisades. Prior
Gael's winning effort, to take up •c rl'
George Pepperdine College to this will be a final planning
Sat. Feb. 27—Loyola University
the slack left by the absence of Tue. Mar. 1—Fresno State College
conference February 12 at Santa
^—Univ. of San Francisco
Tom Meschery, the Gael's big
AII *
Cc^st Athletic Conference Games Barbara. Karen Arveson, Anne
man.
All Home Games (printed in bold) will Ganzer,
vranici Susan
ousan Mossier,
ivmc<!ie
be ployed in Stockton Civic Auditorium, *,
' ,
iVLOSSie. and Miss
Tomorrow night the Bengals I- reinont and Center Streets.
Meyer plan to attend
host Sacramento State.

INTRAMURAL PLAY
IS HOT AND HEAVY

WRA Enters Tourney;
Ties In Basketball

CONTINENTALS

COMIDY

TYPEWRITERS
CONTINENTAL SLACKS

Clean, uncluttered waist
with internal side ad
justments.

•Quarter-top slanted
pockets that you can
reach into.
Stint, comfortable
legs and —no
cuffs.
In washable, goodlooking Bedford
cord. This year's fa
vorite colors.
Sizes 26 to 36, $4.95
Also sizes 4 to 12,
$3.98 and 14 to 18,
$4.50

Adding
Machines
RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Weekly — Monthly — Quarterly
Standard, Portable and Electric
Models, All Makes

EASY BUDGET TERMS
LOW RENTAL RATES
Open Thurs. Eves. Until 9:00 o'clock

San Qaaauin
At your favorite campus shop

BUSINESS MACHINES
114 N. California

HO 5-5881

™-

immt mo

If too HAKE
WILL START

IMNEDlATFiw,c *

PERIOD;
VICTORY CELEBRATION

Srf. WM
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WRIGHT LEADS
IN REBOUNDS

Some slick photographers would have you believe that Tiger
Leroy Wright is as tall as one of Stockton's skyscrapers. To prove
that such exaggeration isn't really necessary a Weekly photographer
shot the above picture of 6' 8" Wright comparing reach with more
normal sized athlete Herm Urenda.

Fall Semester Sports Report
Bengals Brilliant — At Times
As the fall semester ends pessimistic sports fans are looking
back on the past few months and saying, "We had a lousy season."
Optimistic fans, on the other hand, are looking ahead and saying,
"This is going to be the most glorious Spring ever."
Just how did the Tigers fare this fall, and what are the prospects
for the future?
4
Looking back, the won and lost Athletic Association tournament.
record doesn't look too good: Next year? Well, where can they
Football — 5 and 4; Water Polo go but up? Fortunately the Tiger
— 2 and 10; Basketball (up to the squad will lose only guard Kelly
beginning of conference play) — Kjeldsen by graduation. With All
6 and 5. But who remembers League goalie Harold Robinson on
statistics? Most of us can't even the job Pacific has every reason
r e m e m b e r t h e d i s t a n c e t o t h e to expect a winning season.
In basketball it is still much
moon. Does that make the moon
too early to start weeping and
any less romantic?
wailing. Only one of the Tiger's
Long after that 5-4 football rec pre-conference losses was to a
ord is forgotten, Pacificites will league team and that was a fluke.
still be talking about the game Coach Van Sweet says, flatly,
against Fresno State. Who can that the Bengals would have won
ever forget that 40 yard Vander the WCAC Christmas Tourna
Wall to Murchison pass which put ment if they had been playing
Pacific ahead with less than 3 just average ball on the night
minutes left to play. Of such they lost to Loyola. A team that
stuff are successful seasons made. shoots in the thirties on the road
Of course, the Bengals lost a won't very often shoot 23% in
couple they should have won, but their own league. Coach Sweet
wait 'til next year. Herm Urenda, s t i l l s a y s t h a t P e p p e r d i n e a n d
who was overshadowed by Bass Santa Clara are the teams to beat.
and Wallace this year, and Bob Many observers say he is 100 per
Gatiss and others bigger and bet cent right in taking this attitude.
ter will be out there. And best of Let the other teams worry about
all Coach Meyers has ordered a the upstart Loyola Lions and con
case of special soap which is guar centrate on beating the power
anteed to wash the butter from squads.
Tiger claws.
While on the subject of basket
The Water Polo season was in ball, Pacific students should be
deed black. The Tigers lost all proud of the item in the Stockton
their league games. But the sea Record a few days ago in which
son's finish was straight out of Sweet berated west coast fans
Horatio Alger as the underdog and students alike for their poor
Orange and Black rose up t o t u r n o u t a t t h e g a m e s . I f t h e
smash all competition and w i n Timers are losing, how much of
first place in the Junior Pacific
is your fault?

Pacific's Leroy Wright has bat
tled his way back into the lead
in the race for national rebound
ing honors, according to basket
ball statistics received by t h e
Athletic Department. Wright has
been picking off 1 of every 4
possibilities compared to 1 in 5
for his closest competitor.
On December 26, after a rug
ged Rocky Mountain road trip,
Wright had slipped to second
place, but on that date he smoth
ered the leader, Loyola's Ryan, in
a head-on clash at San Francisco.
Since then Wright's lead has
steadily increased.
In scoring, Wright has racked
up 34 points in a single game to
lead the WCAC. In the free
throw department his record is
not so good; however, as Coach
Sweet has pointed out, neither is
anyone else's. The poor f r e e
throw showipg is not a disease
that has attacked any one player
or even any one team. It is an
epidemic which has struck down
every squad on the coast.
Herm Urenda has been a sur
prise to everyone. Coach Sweet
says that when Herm quits try
ing to play basketball with foot
ball muscles he is going to be a
real Tiger on the hardcourts. Ken
Stanley's fine shooting from the
outside has helped the Tiger
cause and so has the steady de
fensive play of Sandy Bleier.
Altogether Coach Sweet is
pleased with his team's perform
ance. They had some tough breaks
in the pre-conference games, but
in losing to Santa Clara in the
conference opener the Tigers
proved that they are a team to be
reckoned with. Against a tight
Bengal defense, the Broncos had
to sink 5 from 30 feet out to win.
Coach Sweet is confident that not
every team in the conference can
be that good.

THE TIGER TALE
by GEORGE NIESEN
A great sigh of relief floats through the Weekly office as the
semester's last issue is put together. The Sports desk is piled high
with publicity releases from other schools' athletic departments,
many photos of Pacific stars in action, and old copies of the Weekly.
Most of the material turned in was used, but some was not. There
were weeks highlighted with activity and many things to say. At
other times the last minute scramble took place for extra pictures
and copy. Somehow or another, the semester ended. All there is
left to do is clean out the desk, and so the sports department sighs
as loudly as anyone.
MEDIOCRE FALL
Sports-wise, though the Bengals failed to have a banner fall
semester, it was not a total loss. The pigskinners ended up with a
5-4 season record, winning the big game with San Jose in the final
contest of the year.
The water polo squad had a dismal regular season, but topped
it off by emerging as the winner of the Junior Pacific Athletic
Association Championships. In doing this, the Tigers gave coach
Bill Anttila his 100th win at COP.
And, in basketball, the Tigers ended up with an inauspicious
6-5 pre-Ieague record. The win over Idaho State on the vacation
road trip was the best game for COP in pre-season play.
All this brings us to the present, and the only action now is
basketball. On the frosh scene the picture is dismal as Coach
Don Cockburn faces the schedule with perhaps the shortest basket
ball team in history. Ivar Kent, at 6' 1" is the tallest man on the
squad, and there are only two other players over 6'. Needless to
say, the Tiger-Cubs aren't producing a winning season.
VARSITY TROUBLES
On the other hand, in the varsity ranks Coach Van Sweet has
height plus, with three men at 6' 8", and only three under 6'. The
Tigers all but control the backboards, especially with Wright turn
ing many of the Pacific rebounds into two-pointers.
The varsity troubles stem from the lack of a good outside
attack. Wright is deadly from in close, and Ken Stanley has been
racking points up consistently from outside the key at mid-range.
But Coach Sweet lacks the guards that can consistently make the
long shots. Opposing teams can play the Tigers tighter due to
the unbalanced offense.
The lack of consistency is another big deterrent to Tiger bas
ketball hopes. A good many of the team members on a good
night are capable of scoring in double figures, but in every game
only two or three do. Usually Wright and Stanley are two of the
high scorers. If five or six players could play to capacity on any
one night, COP would be unbeatable. Van Sweet has been juggling
his starting lineup since the season started, but just hasn't been
able to come up with the right combination.

ROUGH LEAGUE
Even with all these troubles, Pacific basketball will be good
this year. • The only trouble is that there are quite a few good
teams in the rugged West Coast Athletic Conference. With Pepperdine, Santa Clara, and recently Loyola all given chances of a con
ference title, Pacific will be hard pressed to stay in the first division.
Win or lose, the action will be exciting. With the new COP
pep band and plenty of rooters at the home games, the Bengals
won't be able to complain for lack of spirit.
Coach Van Sweet reports that
So, good luck for the end of this semester, and remember that
the four transfers who came to
spring is just around the corner—the time when young man's fancy
Pacific to play basketball this
lightly turns to thoughts of—baseball!
year are proving to be worthy
additions to the squad. One of the
transfers, Sandy Bleier, traveled for a 16.5 average. Sandy, a soph
all the way across the nation from omore, is 19. His major is physi
Newark, N.'J. to play for Pacific. cal education.
and the fun begins with
Lewis "Bobo" Leonard (not re
The other three additions are all
the valley's finest.. . .
lated to Lee) is a 6' 3", 170 pound
from California Colleges.
Lee Leonard, a 6' 8", 185 pound er from Sonora. He is an educa
er from Redding, once played for tion major and a junior. He let
the Stanford Indians. Lee is a tered two years for Sacramento
good driver and can shoot well Junior College before coming to
from the outside.
His height the Tigers.
• 2-way safety bindings
Ken Stanley is, and isn't, a
makes him a natural basketball
on all skis
player. Lee, 22 years old, is a transfer. Ken played his frosh
ball
for
Pacific,
but
.he
sat
out
senior music major.
• Ski pants
Sandy Bleier is short as hard- last year at Oakland JC. Ken is a
eourters go (6' 3") and light (170) sophomore and a physical educa • Double boots
but he has good drive and a lot tion major. In play for the Tiger- • Poles
of defensive know-how. Sandy cubs he has averaged 22.1 points
played last year for Frederick per game. This year his outside • Car Racks
College in Portsmouth, West Vir shots have been at times spectacu
ginia, where he scored 350 points lar.
Enjoy the

Meet New Cagers;
Transfers Help

It's Skiing Time!
RENTAL
EQUIPMENT

FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

IF YOU EVER VENTURE FORTH OUT OF
HIBERNATION WHILE CRAMMING FOR FINALS ...
GET A SNACK —
GET A COKE —
GET A CUP OF COFFEE —

THE END ZONE

— On Campus For Your Convenience —

in our complete Ski Chalet!
Where? ...

FREEMAN'S
SKI SHOP
2014 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 2-4545
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Academic Standards
Committee Reports
(Continued from Page 3)

KIRK BOWMAN

MA6A

CASH

ON CAMPUS FOR Y6U

